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CHANGING LIVES,
MAKING AN IMPACT
For over 35 years, the Technical Centre for Agricultural
and Rural Cooperation (CTA) has effectively demonstrated
how agricultural innovation can be documented, shared
and scaled up to achieve significant improvements in
incomes, productivity and food security. CTA’s lifeblood
has been the brokering of successful partnerships to foster
sustainable agricultural transformation, in particular for
the smallholder farmers that are the backbone of many
African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) economies.
CTA’s strong brand and track-record in serving ACP
communities to deliver development impact by building
the capacity of smallholder farmers, extension workers,
researchers, young entrepreneurs, and policymakers is
also well acclaimed and appreciated. As a result of
CTA’s capacity strengthening, organisations have become
more competent, enlightened and empowered, which has
consequently contributed to organisational transformation
through enhanced institutional growth, and increased
effectiveness and impact.

A smart approach
As a fairly small organisation, CTA has adapted its strategy
over the years to better respond to evolving challenges.
It has also kept pace with the changing times by introducing
pioneering approaches as demonstrated by the early focus
on ICTs and introducing new technologies for providing
information (e.g. CD-ROMs), as well as providing valued
training in rural radio, Web 2.0 and social media. In
recent years, CTA has been a catalyst in the use of digital
technologies, which are making agriculture more efficient
and climate-smart, and allowing farmers easier access to
advisory services and market information.
Through CTA projects, young women and men with vision
and ambition are being attracted into agriculture and are
using digital innovations to reach and impact millions of
farmers. Since 2016, CTA has supported more than 1,500
young ICT entrepreneurs and helped to digitally profile
more than 500,000 smallholders including women and
youth. “CTA has been a great advocate of digitalisation by
galvanising interest in the sector and demonstrating what
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is already there,” states Agnes Kalibata, President of the
Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa.
With the end of the Cotonou Agreement between the
European Union (EU) and the ACP Group of States, the
financial and legal framework that supported CTA expires
at the end of 2020. As its final focus, CTA created
synergies with partners and interested funders to support
the continuation of its work. The EU, for example, is one of
the major investors in the digitalisation of agriculture. CTA
has directly contributed to the EU’s Digital for Development
policy (http://bit.ly/38Q92r9), in particular relating to
sustainable agriculture and entrepreneurship, and CTA hopes
that its work serves as a basis for the EU’s continued focus in
this sector.
CTA as an institution may cease to exist but a rich portfolio
of valuable assets remains, including knowledge products,
databases and extensive networks, and CTA staff and
partners can be proud of the impacts achieved in inspiring
innovation, nurturing networks, promoting policies and
driving digitalisation (see p5).
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“THE REACH AND THE MULTIPLE TOPICS THAT CTA HAS DEALT WITH OVER
THE YEARS REALLY MAKES IT STAND OUT AMONG A LOT OF OTHER
ORGANISATIONS, IN PARTICULAR REGARDING ITS SIZE.”
Ousmane Badiane, Director for Africa,
International Food Policy Research Institute
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INSPIRING
INNOVATION

NURTURING
NETWORKS

•

15 ACP countries have introduced
policies or regulations supporting
sustainable agriculture with CTA’s support

•

142,000 smallholders have adopted
new practices or innovations with CTA’s
support since 2016

•

60,000 smallholders have adopted
climate-smart agricultural practices with
CTA’s support

DRIVING
DIGITALISATION

18,000 people are members of CTA’s online Communities
of Practice, including:
•

Web2forDev: 7,262 members in 120 countries

•

UAV4Ag: 1,184 members in 116 countries

•

Youth-related communities: 4,109 members
in 74 countries

INFORMATION

•

580,000 smallholders have been

•

38 CTA-supported youth-led drone
enterprises are offering services in 21 African
countries

•

47,000 smallholders are accessing

digitally profiled since 2016

ICT-enabled weather information with CTA’s
support

CAPACITY BUILDING

•

10,500 publications have been published
since 2002

•

500,000 smallholders have been trained by CTA
since 2016

•

3 million+ downloads of CTA publications

•

•

60 Brussels Briefings, involving 350
organisations & 8,000 people

250,000 smallholder farmers & agents have
been trained in digital technologies since 2016

•

1.5 million farmers have been reached with CTA’s
training on weather-based insurance
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DRIVING THE AGENDA:
PROMPTING POLICY ACTION
CTA has played a key role in asking – and answering
– critical questions about the future of agriculture and
sustainable development in ACP countries. Leveraging
its expertise in agricultural knowledge, innovation and
technology, the Centre effectively contributed to pushing
these issues higher up the policy agenda.
“The reach and the multiple topics that CTA has dealt with
over the years really makes it stand out among a lot of other
organisations, particularly given its size,” states Ousmane
Badiane, Director for Africa at the International Food Policy
Research Institute. “CTA really tracked down the topics
which were on the pulse across the ACP landscape,” agrees
Leonard Mizzi, Head of Unit at the European Commission
(EC), Directorate-General for International Cooperation and
Development. Agricultural extension services, agricultural
value chains and finance for agriculture were among the
specific themes covered by conferences organised by CTA
in collaboration with partners. And whilst CTA primarily
focused on development challenges relating to ACP regions,
many were also of global interest and, at times, CTA was
able to lead the way in mainstreaming important issues.

6
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Ahead of the game
The urgent need to sensitise policymakers in Brussels about
the importance of agriculture and push it higher up the policy
agenda is what inspired CTA, along with the EC and the
ACP Group of States, to launch a series of policy briefings
in 2007. For more than a decade, the Brussels Development
Policy Briefings provided an inclusive policy dialogue
forum involving some of the world’s leading agriculture
development experts (see p30). For over 15 years, CTA’s
Agritrade portal, a key information source on international
trade negotiations, also provided critical information needed
to support ACP countries in their negotiations (see p32).
In 2013, CTA organised the first international conference on
ICT for agriculture in Kigali, Rwanda, at which time there
had been little previous activity in the sector. CTA was able
to demonstrate it was ahead of the game. “This conference
really resonated with partners,” states CTA Director, Michael
Hailu. “A lot of partnerships came about from the results
of this event and innovative ICT approaches linking to
youth, including our hackathon initiatives supporting young
digital entrepreneurs.” Agnes Kalibata, the then Minister of
Agriculture in Rwanda who co-hosted the conference agrees:
“CTA encouraged countries to think about digitalisation, its
role in the agriculture sector, and how to use and capitalise
on the opportunities.”

“N OT ONLY IS IT A UNIQUE SPACE, BUT IT’S ALSO
A UNIQUE SKILLSET THAT YOU NEED TO FILL THAT
SPACE, AND IN MY 10 YEARS IT WAS NOT AS IF
CTA ONLY DOMINATED THAT SPACE, THEY WERE
ALONE IN THAT SPACE.”
Theo de Jager, President, World Farmers’ Organisation
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Bringing youth back
into agriculture

national regulations for the responsible use of UAS. By the
end of 2019, 60% of Africa had some sort of regulatory
framework addressing the use of drones (see p12).

While technology is no silver bullet, CTA recognised that
digitalisation could be a game changer in making value
chains more productive, efficient, profitable and – crucially
– more inclusive. CTA also acknowledges that the future
belongs to young people (under 30), who make up more
than half of the populations in ACP countries. By combining
digital opportunities with the drive and enthusiasm of young
people, CTA has provided training and mentorship to startups offering e-agriculture services through its annual Pitch
AgriHack competitions. To date, finalists have raised more
than €2 million and reached at least 1 million farmers and
agricultural stakeholders with their services (see p10).

To capitalise on the growing movement in digitalisation
for agriculture (D4Ag), CTA and Dalberg Advisors
demonstrated the promise of D4Ag in their landmark
report The Digitalisation of African Agriculture Report. The
publication maps out more than 390 digital solutions in
African agriculture that are already benefiting 32 million
smallholder farmers. “This report now serves as a reference
manual for many institutions that are working within the
digital agriculture space to design projects and to inform
governments about the numerous potentials that digitalisation
presents,” says Edward Mabaya, Manager of Agribusiness
Development at the African Development Bank (AfDB)
(see p16).

CTA’s Eyes in the Sky, Smart Techs on the Ground project
has also supported African enterprises, largely youth-led,
that offer drone-based services in the agricultural sector
through technical training in drone piloting as well as data
acquisition and processing. Prior to 2016, use of unmanned
aerial systems (UAS) in agriculture in Africa was virtually
unknown. Nevertheless, CTA recognised its potential and
established pioneering activities in this area; CTA-supported
enterprises are now playing a crucial role in developing

A critical focus on climate
CTA also promoted the uptake of bundled digital services
to help farmers adapt to climate change. Activities included
developing innovative approaches to online weather
insurance, such as combining it with funeral insurance in
Zimbabwe and championing web-based climate finance.
In Southern Africa, the model of digital weather insurance
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implemented by CTA’s flagship project on climate-smart
agriculture is being adopted and built upon by the
Government of Zambia as it rolls out nationwide agricultural
insurance (see p14).
However, recognising that agricultural transformation will
not be achieved through digital solutions alone, CTA events
have also showcased climate adaption and evidencebased, climate-smart farming practices. For example, at the
17th meeting of the United Nations (UN) Climate Change
Conference in June 2018, CTA co-organised an Agriculture
and Rural Development Day, which brought together over
500 scientists, policymakers, farmers, media professionals
and environmental activists. The role of agriculture in finding
a solution to the climate crisis was acknowledged by
the negotiators of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and
Technological Advice at this event, and was selected for
discussion at the subsequent meeting. CTA staff have also
been nominated to sit on key committees that influence
climate change action in Africa, e.g. the Scientific Advisory
Committee of the Climate Research for Development for
Africa, hosted by the UN and World Meteorological
Organization, and the African Academy of Sciences.

“CTA UNDERSTANDS THAT, WITHOUT INNOVATION,
IT WILL BE A CHALLENGE TO DEAL WITH CLIMATE
CHANGE.”
Harry Kimtai, Principal Secretary for Livestock,
Ministry of Agriculture, Kenya
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INSPIRING DIGITAL
ENTREPRENEURS TO
MODERNISE AGRICULTURE
Through its support of entrepreneurs, CTA has been a
driving force in helping young people to develop digital
solutions to transform agriculture, and in encouraging
the next generation to see the potential of farming and
agribusiness.
To help stimulate young people to build digital solutions that
could be used for agriculture to increase productivity and
create jobs, CTA organised its first ‘hackathon’ competition in
Kigali, Rwanda in 2013. Such was the event’s success that
the then Minister of Agriculture (now President of the Alliance
for a Green Revolution in Africa, AGRA), Agnes Kalibata,
announced that she would organise a similar competition
for young people in Rwanda. Ensibuuko, a beneficiary and
winner of this first hackathon was awarded a grant and
mentoring opportunities to further develop its revolutionary,
cloud-based microfinance management platform, which
works with Uganda’s community saving societies to provide
inclusive financial access to farmers. The company has
since successfully scaled out (http://bit.ly/37HTkym) to

Nigeria, Tanzania and Zambia and is also the lead
organisation of the Market-led User-owned ICT4Ag-enabled
Information Service (MUIIS) project (see p14). “Winning the
regional hackathon gave us credibility. The incubation and
networking opportunities that were subsequently offered
led to us meeting people and building relationships which
have helped Ensibuuko to develop,” stressed Gerald Otim,
Ensibuuko CEO and Co-founder.

In 2019,
of Pitch AgriHack
finalists were women

A gender inclusive approach
To provide additional support to start-ups through mentoring
and guidance in business development, CTA launched Pitch
AgriHack in 2016 (http://bit.ly/2Qxazwn). With fewer
women generally involved in agritech start-ups than men,
CTA has strongly encouraged women’s involvement in this
area. Fenou Packaging is a woman-led Beninese start-up that
was awarded for its 100% biodegradable food packaging
sold via an e-commerce platform. With CTA support, the
business also went on to win third prize at the Agristartup
Summit in France. “Everything we worked on with CTA has
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contributed to the growth of our company,” emphasises
CEO, Sonita Tossou.
Using the ‘AgriHack’ label, countries including Côte d’Ivoire
and Zambia are now hosting their own hackathons and,
with input from CTA, organisations such as the AfDB and the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
have also launched programmes to support young digital
entrepreneurs.

Political support
To stimulate rural employment opportunities for youths in
West Africa, CTA’s Promoting Youth Entrepreneurship and
Job Creation in the West African Rice Value Chain project
combined technology with coaching in Mali and Senegal
(www.cta.int/pejeriz). In partnership with the Africa Rice
Center and the Syngenta Foundation for Sustainable
Agriculture, and using the digital app RiceAdvice, the project
trained young graduates to collect farm data and provide
crop management recommendations to over 1,500 rice
farmers. The potential of these kinds of projects is recognised
at the highest political level, with Senegal’s national minister
of agriculture establishing a committee to replicate the
project’s methods across the country.

“AS WE STRUGGLE TO HELP FIND JOBS FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE, CTA HAS BUILT THE CAPACITY
OF YOUTHS AND GIVEN THEM THE CONFIDENCE
TO STEP FORWARD AND THINK OF THEMSELVES
AS ENTREPRENEURS.”
Agnes Kalibata, President, AGRA
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FLYING HIGH: DRONES
TAKE OFF IN AFRICA
Pioneering drone-based services are beginning to
transform Africa’s agriculture sector into a high-tech
industry. CTA was among the first organisations to
recognise that UAS – or systems based on drone
technology – could help smallholder farmers become
more productive, sustainable and profitable.
UAS provides farmers with location-specific real-time,
actionable data to improve their management of crops,
soils and livestock, and to minimise environmental damage
and maximise profits. To take advantage of the exciting
opportunities offered by drone-based systems, in 2016, CTA
partnered with leading private sector operators to provide
training in drone piloting and responsible data acquisition
and processing, as well as business development support, to
ICT start-ups from 11 African countries through its pioneering
Eyes in the Sky, Smart Techs on the Ground project
(www.cta.int/eyes-in-the-sky).

A farming revolution
Drone services and other innovative digital technologies
are helping to attract young people into the agricultural
sector. By the end of 2019, 38 CTA-supported youth-led
enterprises were offering drone-based services to farmers’
organisations, agribusinesses, governments, and international
development agencies in 21 African countries. With CTA
support, a ‘first of its kind’ pan-African consortium of digital
entrepreneurs – Africa Goes Digital (AfGD) – has also been
established to support further growth of the enterprises and
enable group members to offer diverse services and be
more competitive. A recent survey revealed that in the first
6 months of 2019 alone, 32 enterprises had served 209
farmers’ organisations, 65 government agencies and a total
of almost 16,000 farmers.
Evolving at breath-taking speed, UAS are increasingly relying
on artificial intelligence to feed decision-support systems.
In Ethiopia, CTA is supporting an innovative project where
UAS is being used to calibrate an algorithm which would be
able to take local agro-ecological conditions into account
when estimating wheat yields. Once upscaled and matched
with satellite-generated data, this kind of information will
be of strategic importance to the Ethiopian Government for
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mitigating the potential impact of food shortages in years of
adverse climatic conditions.
One of the challenges that Africa faces in fully utilising
UAS is a lack of robust regulatory frameworks, which CTA
has been working tirelessly to address. According to the
2018 African Union (AU) report, Drones on the Horizon:
Transforming Africa’s Agriculture (http://bit.ly/315cwUd),
which was co-authored by CTA project implementers and
AfGD members, in 2017 only 26% of countries had drone
regulations and some had temporary bans. This groundbreaking report underpinned the AU Executive Council’s
decision issued in January 2018 to recommend that all
Member States harness the opportunities offered by drone
technology to transform agriculture across the continent.
Nationally, across Africa, many of the CTA-supported
enterprises have also been playing a critical role in advising
civil aviation authorities in developing regulations for the
responsible use of drones. The latest assessment on national
drone governance reveals that by the end of 2019 60%
of African nations had ad hoc regulations in place or
had amended existing regulations to include provisions
addressing the use of drones.
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GOING DIGITAL:
THE BENEFITS OF BUNDLING
Bundling multiple services – and selling them as a single
combined unit – is delivering greater value to smallholder
farmers and more economic benefits to any business
offering the products. CTA has been proving the case in
Eastern and Southern Africa.
Bundling services creates more impact. CTA’s Digitalisation
of African Agriculture Report reveals that as a result of
selected bundled services, incomes have increased by
20-100%, while yields have increased by 30-300%. In
Uganda, CTA’s MUIIS project has provided farmers with
a bundle of ICT-enabled services including agronomic
tips, weather alerts and index-based insurance delivered
by SMS to farmers’ mobile phones – to build their climate
resilience (www.cta.int/muiis-uganda). By February 2019,
as the project ended, over 250,000 farmers were digitally
registered on the MUIIS database and 3,609 farmers were
subscribed to the service bundle. A crop yield assessment
showed that for subscribing farmers, maize and soya yields
increased by 67% and 60%, respectively. MUIIS is now
being run by Ensibuuko, a Ugandan fintech start-up, in
collaboration with national farmer organisations. In the first
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2019 farming season, the advisory component of the service
bundle was sold to more than 7,000 farmers – almost
double the subscriptions during the previous four seasons.
“This is an example of embedding a sustainability strategy
in a development project such that it continues after funding
ends,” says Benjamin K Addom, CTA’s Team Leader, ICTs for
Agriculture.
MUIIS

By February 2019 over

250,000

farmers had been digitally
registered on the MUIIS database

Scaling out insurance
Another pioneering CTA project – Scaling-up Climate-smart
Agricultural Solutions for Cereals and Livestock Farmers in
Southern Africa – has also delivered bundled services to
mitigate the impacts of changing weather patterns (www.cta.
int/csa-southern-africa). In Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe,
over 150,000 small-scale farmers have been digitally
registered by the project and provided with ICT-enabled
weather information, agricultural advice, weather-based
index insurance (WBII) – which uses an index such as rainfall
to determine pay-outs – and drought-tolerant maize varieties.

Involvement of the private sector has been vital to the
initiative’s sustainability. For instance, the project is working
with the Zimbabwe Farmers Union (ZFU) and Econet
Wireless Zimbabwe to roll out WBII through a mobilebased platform to ZFU’s 1 million farmer members. “Once
development funding ceases, projects often fade away;
we want to challenge this narrative,” states Oluyede Ajayi,
CTA’s Senior Programme Coordinator (Agriculture and
Climate Change). “One of the best ways of doing that is to
establish a solid investment case for partners such as private
sector seed and insurance companies so there is mutual
economic interest.”
To support regional WBII development, CTA enabled
regional farmer organisation, the Southern African
Confederation of Agricultural Unions, to conduct research
that led to a proposal in August 2019 for the establishment
of a regulatory framework across Southern Africa so that risk
is shared and individual countries are not left on their own to
face climatic consequences.
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ENSURING DIGITALISATION:
A FORCE FOR GOOD FOR
AFRICAN AGRICULTURE
To capitalise on the growing movement in D4Ag, CTA
published a sector-defining report on D4Ag in 2019 in
collaboration with Dalberg Advisors. This first-of-its-kind
analytical report compiles and highlights contemporary
data on digital solutions that are enabling the
transformation of African agriculture.
From drones to the Internet-of-Things, blockchain and
artificial intelligence, the proliferation of accessible digital
technologies is opening up tremendous opportunities to
transform smallholder agriculture into profitable, sustainable
and inclusive businesses. Since 2012, there has been a
44% annual growth rate in the number of digital platforms
and services for African agriculture. To highlight the full
potential of D4Ag, The Digitalisation of African Agriculture
Report maps out more than 390 digital solutions in African
agriculture that are already serving 33 million smallholder
farmers (www.cta.int/d4ag-report). Nevertheless, the current
addressable market was estimated at €2.3 billion, of which
only a fraction is currently being realised. Critically, the

landmark report also provides a forecast for the period
2025-2030 – a first for the sector to help donors and
investors identify D4Ag opportunities.
In line with CTA’s commitment to partnerships, 17 highlevel institutions – including development agencies and
the private sector engaged in D4Ag – worked together
as part of an advisory council for developing the report.
The publication’s launch in Rome at the AU-European Union
Agriculture Ministerial conference in June 2019, and also at
the 2019 Africa Green Revolution Forum in Accra, Ghana,
provided a further opportunity for interested partners to share
experiences and create a space for future collaboration.
“We fully endorse the key recommendations made in
the D4Ag report as this sector will not develop unless a
wider coalition of stakeholders come together to create
an enabling ecosystem for digitally-enabled agriculture,”
affirms Parmesh Shah, Global Lead for Rural Livelihoods and
Agricultural Jobs at the World Bank.

Calling for greater
collaboration
However, if digital initiatives are to be scaled up and really
have an impact, then collaboration is essential to avoid
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duplication, and investment must move from the public to
private sector. One of the report’s key messages is that,
until now, development of the sector has been mostly donor
driven and rather piecemeal. “The landmark report provides
desperately-needed intelligence on the market of D4Ag
solutions in sub-Saharan Africa. Stakeholders across
the sector need to understand the size, character and
coverage of the market to optimise interventions. I’m sure
that 5 years from now such solutions will be adopted
at scale,” states Christian Merz, Senior Advisor at the
German development agency, Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit.
The appetite for international collaboration is evident in the
proposed development of an International Digital Council
for Food and Agriculture (http://bit.ly/2ObcGnv), which
will advise governments and other relevant actors, drive
the exchange of ideas and experiences and help everyone
harness the opportunities presented by digitalisation. CTA is
one of nine agencies that contributed to the development of
the concept note (http://bit.ly/317fZS1) endorsed by over
70 agriculture ministers and officials at the Global Forum for
Food and Agriculture held in Berlin in January 2020.

“THE CTA/DALBERG REPORT PROVIDES THE D4AG
LANDSCAPE AND HIGHLIGHTS THE BENEFITS OF
DIGITALISATION, WHICH WILL ENABLE US TO
ENGAGE WITH GOVERNMENTS, THE PRIVATE
SECTOR AND DONORS AROUND SPECIFIC
PROJECTS.”
Enock Chikava, Deputy Director for Agricultural Development,
Global Growth & Opportunity, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
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RENOWNED AND AUTHORITATIVE
KNOWLEDGE BROKER
Providing information to 79 ACP countries is no mean
feat for a relatively small organisation. Nevertheless,
CTA has been on the frontline of the communications
revolution in creating, sharing and disseminating
information, knowledge and learning products to enrich
ACP agriculture.

“CTA GAVE THE LATEST CUTTING-EDGE INFORMATION
ON TOPICAL ISSUES.”
Leonard Mizzi, Head of Unit, European Commission, DirectorateGeneral for International Cooperation and Development

“Being able to have a partner such as CTA that has the
ability to pull out knowledge from all sorts of institutions,
document it and make it publicly available is huge,” states
Agnes Kalibata, President of the Alliance for a Green
Revolution in Africa (AGRA). Over the past 35 years, valued,
up-to-date information on agricultural innovations has been
provided through Spore and ICT Update magazines (see
p28), and free-of-charge books and practical guides,
amongst other information services and outputs produced
by CTA. “Even today, I still refer to some of the best of CTA
publications,” emphasises Maureen Agena, Communications
and Advocacy Officer at the Regional Universities Forum
for Capacity Building in Agriculture. CTA’s training and
knowledge sharing opportunities, she adds, helped inspire
and shape her career in communication for development.
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Extending reach
To enable invaluable material to be made available to
farmers and extension workers, together with partners, CTA
co-published an extensive range of knowledge products.
“No other single organisation has matched CTA’s approach
of producing both basic, grass-roots level, multilingual,
agricultural production-focused documents, as well as
technical books for free,” emphasised a 2011 independent
evaluation of CTA (see p26).
Launched in 1985, CTA’s long-running Question and Answer
Service (QAS) also provided information (initially by post
and then online) to individuals and institutions by providing
customised responses to specific requests for scientific and
technical advice. For 26 years, the QAS benefited tens
of thousands of farmers, including those not reached by
extension services, with guidance on how to tackle pests
and diseases and improve their productivity. “It was the first
time anybody ever offered me any help,” stated Ugandan
farmer Fatuma Kasibante after receiving expert advice in
response to a query on rot in her pineapple crop.

Thirst for knowledge
Recognising a need to keep pace with the rapid
development of ICTs, CTA also provided information in

“SPORE ARTICLES HAVE BEEN SUCH A SOURCE OF
INSPIRATION FOR ME AS AN INDIVIDUAL AND IN
MY PROGRAMMES.”
Kiringai Kamau, Africa Lead, Global Open Data for Agriculture
and Nutrition Secretariat
RENOWNED AND AUTHORITATIVE KNOWLEDGE BROKER

interactive multi-media formats, including via CD-ROMs.
Established in 1988, CTA’s Database Subscription
programme service enabled ACP organisations to receive
the CD-ROMs – a new and exciting technology at the time –
and online subscriptions to agricultural databases worldwide,
providing valuable access to recent scientific findings. “This
service is very important to us as it is a cost-effective way
of providing agricultural information to staff and students,”
stressed Erica Reniff of the University of the South Pacific. As
a result of CTA’s support, 200 ACP universities and research
centres had full access to a significant number of scientific
journals.
With the evolution of the internet and CTA’s focus to
promote ICT applications, CTA’s capacity building initiative
on Web 2.0 (web services and applications) and social
media supported the uptake of ICTs and provided people
with the ability to collaborate and share information online.
Evaluation surveys revealed that the Web 2.0 activities
were instrumental in reaching a wide range of individuals
by engaging local institutions and talent, and in improving
their skills in information access, retrieval, management and
sharing (see p42).
At policy level, CTA’s landmark Brussels Development
Policy Briefings provided a critical platform for information
and experience sharing. The Briefings events were initially

established in 2007 to inform policymakers in Brussels about
the importance of agriculture for ACP countries, and to push
it higher up the policy agenda (see p30).

“WE WANT THE IDEAS THAT HAVE BEEN CREATED
BY CTA TO CONTINUE BEING UTILISED AND
SUPPORT OTHER PROGRAMMES THAT WE HAVE.”
Harry Kimtai, Principal Secretary for Livestock,
Ministry of Agriculture, Kenya

Capitalising on experience
To transform agricultural development experience and
knowledge into capital for future use, CTA has pioneered a
set of learning processes known as experience capitalisation
(www.cta.int/experience-capitalisation). CTA-led training on
this approach benefited hundreds of individuals representing
projects and organisations from around the world. An
ongoing online community of practice of more than 500
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people has evolved from training session discussions, and
the lessons from participants’ experiences have been shared
in more than 120 CTA-published stories.
However, the objective was not just to train a specific
number of people or to help them to complete a
capitalisation process. Critically, CTA aimed to support
institutionalisation of the approach and to facilitate its
adoption. “The CTA workshops were a great opportunity
to see how to improve on the capitalisation processes we
were running with various partners,” emphasised Haoua
Ouattara, Senior Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist
at Oxfam in Burkina Faso. To support the scaling out of
experience capitalisation, a facilitators guide was published
in 2019. “The process of experience capitalisation has really
taken off now, and many of those who have benefited from
our workshops will continue to use it after the end of our
CTA project,” emphasises Jorge Chavez-Tafur, CTA Project
Coordinator, Experience Capitalisation.
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CTA milestones and achievements
Over 35 years, CTA has been at the forefront of providing
agricultural information and capacity strengthening
to a diverse range of ACP individuals and organisations.
Promoting innovation, empowering women and youth and

Born out of a pilot in 1985, Spore
magazine was launched in English
and French on a bi-monthly basis
to ensure the widest possible
dissemination of information on
agricultural development.

driving digitalisation in agriculture have also been a key
part of the Centre’s focus.

1986 S PORE: HIGHLIGHTING
AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION

1983 – 1995

DISSEMINATION OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION

1983 THE BEGINNING

1985 SMALLHOLDER INFORMATION
SERVICE

CTA was established in 1983 under
the Second Lomé Convention as a
joint institution between 10 Member
States of the European Community
and 63 ACP States, to advance
food security, resilience and inclusive
economic growth in ACP countries.

CTA created its Question and Answer
Service to provide customised
responses to specific farmer requests
for scientific and technical advice.

1988 ACCESS TO AGRI-DATA
ON CD-ROM

To extend the reach of agricultural
information, CTA began to distribute
agricultural databases via CD-ROMs
– a new technology that enabled
greater storage capacity – in nine
ACP countries.

1996 – 2000

ICT Update magazine was launched
to provide information on new
ICT applications relevant to ACP
agriculture and rural development.

The Gender, Agriculture and Rural
Development in the Information
Society initiative was established
to help close the gender gap in ICT
access, providing support to 34
organisations in 21 countries.

2000 REPORTING ON

2002 PROMOTING INCLUSIVE ICT4AG

ICT TRENDS

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE AND NETWORKING

1990

RESOURCES FOR RURAL RADIO

A programme supporting rural radio
services was created to provide
training courses for radio producers
and technical information on selected
agricultural topics.

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS

2001

2001-2005

TRADING INFORMATION

CTA created the Agritrade web
portal to provide up-to-date
information and in-depth analyses
of ACP agricultural and fisheries
trade issues.

CTA won the World Summit Information Society
(WSIS) award in the e-culture category for its
pioneering Participatory 3D Modelling project in
Fiji. This initiative empowered communities from
Ovalau Island to produce a 3D map of where they
lived, which proved to be a powerful catalyst in
developing more sustainable fisheries practices.

Making the Connection: Value Chains for Transforming Smallholder
Agriculture, held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, was a major international
conference on value chain development organised by CTA in
partnership with the UN Economic Commission for Africa and 18
other organisations. The event focused on the need for governments
to create the right policies and conditions for trade and value chain
investment and laid the foundations for CTA’s work on value chains.

2007 M APPING FOR CHANGE

2012 INVESTING IN VALUE CHAINS

2006 – 2010

OUTREACH AND CAPACITY STRENGTHENING

2011 – 2015

POLICIES, VALUE CHAINS AND ICTS

2007 A NEW POLICY PLATFORM

2010 A SPOTLIGHT ON SMALL

2013 A WINNING APPROACH

CTA joined forces with the European Commission,
the ACP Secretariat and other partners to launch the
first Brussels Development Policy Briefings for sharing
agricultural information on topical issues.

At the 9th Caribbean Week of Agriculture (CWA),
CTA co-organised a series of events, which examined
the challenges facing farmers and consumers and
facilitated exchange on the solutions required for a
more sustainable future in small island states.

CTA won the WSIS e-agriculture category in
recognition of its achievements in Web 2.0 and
social media learning opportunities. By April 2013,
2,200 people had been trained during 84 events in
23 countries.

ISLAND STATES

FOR WEB 2.0

CTA’s annual conference, Fin4Ag:
Revolutionising Finance for Agri-Value
Chains, was the largest event ever
held on the subject, attracting 807
participants from 81 countries in
Nairobi, Kenya.

CTA won the WSIS e-agriculture category for
its youth and ICT programme, Agriculture, Rural
Development and Youth in the Information Society.
Key activities included the Youth in Agriculture Blog
Competition and the AgriHack Talent initiative.

CTA launched the VALUE4HER initiative to strengthen
women’s agribusiness enterprises in Africa and the
Caribbean to enable them to access high-value
markets through training and improved access to
market intelligence.

2014

2015 A WARD-WINNING

2018 VALUING WOMEN

 EVOLUTIONISING
R
AGRI-FINANCE

ICT INITIATIVES

ENTREPRENEURS

INNOVATION AND DIGITALISATION FOR AGRICULTURE

2013 H ACKATHONS HARNESS

2017 FACILITATING

The regional finals of CTA’s first ‘hackathon’ were held
during the Centre’s annual international conference –
ICT4Ag: The Digital Springboard for Inclusive Agriculture,
in Kigali, Rwanda. The hackathon was so successful, CTA
developed a full-scale AgriHack Talent programme to
increase youth engagement in agriculture, build capacities
in ICT entrepreneurship, and generate employment.

The inaugural Pacific Week of Agriculture (PWA)
was held in Vanuatu, an event which CTA had
championed for several years to replicate the
success of the CWA. The PWA attracted ministers
of agriculture, senior government officials, farmers,
fisherfolk and private sector organisations, as well
as regional and international development.

YOUNG TALENT

SOUTH-SOUTH EXCHANGE

2016 – 2020

2019 DRIVING THE AGENDA FOR DIGITALISATION

CTA and its partners produced the Digitalisation of African Agriculture
Report – a first-of-its kind market survey of agriculture-related digital tools
and services across Africa. The report is was launched in Rome at the at
the African Union-European Union Agriculture Ministerial conference, and
also at the 2019 Africa Green Revolution Forum (AGRF) in Accra, Ghana.
CTA was a key partner of the 2019 AGRF, Grow Digital: Leveraging Digital
Transformation to Drive Sustainable Food Systems in Africa, which also
featured the 2019 Pitch AgriHack Awards during the closing session.

AGRICULTURAL EXPERTISE:
A VITAL LINK
With CTA’s knowledge products reaching around
2 million people each year, dissemination of information
through books and technical manuals has made a vital
difference for people working in the fields of extension,
education and at policy level.
For many years, hard copies of CTA’s publications were
disseminated on a subscription basis to a growing number in
ACP countries which, at their peak, totalled around 35,000
a year with the distribution of almost 200,000 publications.
Feedback demonstrated the value of this unique service to
those at grassroots level and also for key decision-makers.
“This publication [Farming Change: http://bit.ly/38OOjnE],
though based on the Caribbean, is also applicable to
Ghana. The problems analysed are similar and it is very
helpful,” stated Hope K. Kumah of Ghana’s Ministry of Food
and Agriculture.
Around 200 publications, including Practical Guides
(http://bit.ly/2OcsYg6), Agrodoks (http://bit.ly/2tfScTC)
and The Tropical Agriculturalist series (http://bit.ly/2ObvGTc)
provided invaluable material to farmers and extension
workers. At community level, CTA was able to further extend

its impact by working with local partners to establish rural
libraries and community study groups. “The CTA books are
appropriate for the information that we need for developing
rural areas, particularly on food and household food
security. They are easy to read, well-illustrated and focus on
the context of our arid region,” said Jackson Ndlovu, Director
of a community library in Gwanda, Zimbabwe.
CTA’s knowledge products reach

2 million
people each year

Rural reach by radio
To provide essential, high-quality agricultural information
to a wider audience, CTA provided over 200 rural radio
broadcasters with the necessary material to make agricultural
programmes. Produced between 1990 and 2009, the
Rural Radio Resource Packs (RRRPs), which included farmer
interviews recorded by experienced African journalists,
promoted knowledge sharing between smallholders and
were often translated into local African languages. “Farmers
interviewed for RRRPs said that the programmes enabled
them to quickly diagnose crop and animal diseases and
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seek treatment. This was especially important when they had
limited interactions with extension advisors,” emphasised
Busani Bafana, RRRP and Spore correspondent.
CTA’s long-running Spore magazine – published for 34
years – was not the Centre’s only magazine (see p28).
Created in 2000, ICT Update was established to capture
contemporary developments in ICTs for agriculture; the
trends, latest technologies and stories from the field (www.
ictupdate.cta.int). Almost 100 editions, published over 19
years, reached tens of thousands of readers and were
used for various purposes, including for teaching and at
field level by book clubs in Africa, and for developing
strategy documents by, for instance, the Malabo Montpellier
panel. Starting in 2013, CTA also produced Success Story
publications to document innovations that were improving the
lives of millions of people (http://bit.ly/2OcsS85). Ultimately,
the aim was to inspire farmers, researchers, business
leaders, policymakers and non-governmental organisations
(NGO) to take up successful initiatives and accelerate the
transformation of Africa’s agriculture into a more sustainable
and profitable sector. With a move to digitalisation,
publications were made freely available online; and in early
2019, all CTA publications were transferred to CGSpace,
a repository of agricultural research outputs produced by
CGIAR institutions and partners (http://bit.ly/38OJLh4).

“THIS WAS THE ROLE OF CTA – SCANNING THE
HORIZON AND INTRODUCING THE FUTURE TO THE
FARMERS OF TODAY.”
Theo de Jager, President, World Farmers’ Organisation
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REPORTING ON IMPACT
AND INNOVATION
For over 34 years, CTA’s flagship magazine, Spore,
offered unrivalled guidance to smallholder farmers across
ACP countries enabling greater productivity and income
generation. As a tool that contributed to sustainable
agricultural transformation, the publication’s influence has
been widely felt and is well recognised.
“Spore has been instrumental in knowledge exchange, in the
sharing of different opinions and insights, and in providing
readers with the latest developments in agriculture. At CTA,
we are pleased that we have been part of – and even
led – critical conversations on key topics on agricultural
transformation through this long-lasting publication,” states
CTA’s Director, Michael Hailu. Spore helped shape curricula
and training materials, set up new business ventures, and
allowed many to keep up-to-date with information that was
not readily available elsewhere. An article from the June/
July 2010 issue on quail farming in Cameroon, for instance,
caught the attention of retired Kenyan policeman, Thomas
Munyoro. After further research, Munyoro identified a quail
producer for sourcing chicks locally in order to establish
a business selling quail eggs. Before long, Munyoro had
over 100 laying quail and his business was thriving. “Spore

impacted so many people in different ways for the simple
reason that it is unmatched,” stated Robert Delleré, the
magazine’s first Editor-in-chief. “It has no equivalent for the
exchange of information in its field.”

Smart partnerships
Evolving from a technical agricultural bulletin in 1986,
Spore was later scaled up to a print and digital publication,
delivering in-depth coverage of the topics and issues
of broader relevance to agribusiness and sustainable
agriculture, including entrepreneurship, smart-tech innovations
and climate-smart agriculture (www.spore.cta.int). Strategic
partnerships were essential for extending the reach of
the print edition, and Spore prided itself on reaching
places where other magazines found it difficult to gain a
readership. In South Kivu in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, for example, CTA struck a Spore distribution deal
with local company, Proximédias Libres, which increased
subscribers from 100 to 1,500 between 2010 and 2014.
Hard copies were distributed by bus, motorbike and
pirogue (canoe) to NGOs, churches, radio clubs, schools,
government departments and individuals. In Cameroon,
a partnership with the monthly newspaper La Voix du Paysan
led to the number of subscribers more than doubling – from
3,000 to over 7,500 – between 2010 and 2013.
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At its peak, Spore was distributed to over 60,000
subscribers in ACP countries. In recent years, with the
digitalisation of Spore, the articles were provided in a
variety of formats, so that it was more readily available
and accessible for a younger and more digitally-minded
audience, while not neglecting Spore’s long-standing print
readership. As a result of these developments, in 2019,
the print version of the magazine reached 22,654 readers,
whilst the electronic PDF version reached 87,175 readers,
and webpage views exceeded 137,000.

In 2019, the PDF version of Spore
had over

119,000 downloads
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BRUSSELS DEVELOPMENT
POLICY BRIEFINGS:
A PLATFORM FOR
PROMOTING POLICY
Organised by CTA, the European Commission (EC),
the ACP Group of States and Concord, the Brussels
Development Policy Briefings have been a flagship
initiative providing an inclusive policy dialogue forum on
discussing critical issues for ACP agriculture and rural
development for more than a decade.
Some of the world’s leading experts have been involved in
60 high-level policy dialogue meetings on ACP agricultural
and rural development issues since the Brussels Development
Policy Briefings were launched in 2007 (www.cta.int/
brussels-briefings). Popular and influential “in providing the
cutting-edge latest information on topical issues, the policy
debates are embedded in the highest echelons of the ACP
constituency and go well beyond the event,” as recognised
by Leonard Mizzi, Head of Unit at the EC, DirectorateGeneral for International Cooperation and Development.
The landmark Briefings were initially established to inform

policymakers in Brussels about the importance of agriculture
for ACP countries, and push it higher up the policy agenda.
“In 2007, very few ACP countries had identified agriculture
and rural development as their main priority for receiving
EC support in their National Indicative Programmes and
there was an urgent need to inform the Brussels-based
ACP community of the importance of agriculture,” states
Isolina Boto, Manager of CTA’s Brussels office and Briefings
Coordinator. Policy briefs, readers, and multimedia packs
based on the Briefings have been widely appreciated.
According to the ACP Secretariat’s Secretary-General, Patrick
Gomes, the Briefings are extensively used for the preparation
of various technical meetings. “The Briefings always made
the links between policies, governance mechanisms,
technical capacity and the lives of people,” he explains.

Fostering networking
and dialogue
Each Briefing has been attended by up to 240 people and,
in total, more than 8,000 people and 350 organisations
have participated. As a platform for information and
experience sharing, these valuable events have also
fostered networking and dialogue between policymakers
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and high-level participants on a wide range of topics,
including food security, trade, climate change, women
and youth in agribusiness, and smart farming. As a result,
at the request of ACP farmers’ organisations, the effective
format was replicated for national and regional briefings,
which attracted additional funding from ACP, European
Union, bilateral donors and other partners, and led to the
launch of continental briefings with the Pan African Farmers
Organisation. “The first time ever I heard about big data,
drones and blockchain applications with regards to African
agriculture was at various Brussels Briefings,” states Theo de
Jager, President of the World Farmers’ Organisation.
The Briefings have also promoted strategic partnerships
with organisations involved in rural development, and have
attracted the interest and collaboration of new partners,
such as bilateral and multilateral partners, agribusiness
companies, research organisations and civil society
networks. “CTA has been a very valuable partner to us,
helping us build a bridge through the Brussels Briefings not
just to Europe, but also globally, particularly in Africa,” says
Ousmane Badiane, Director for Africa at the International
Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), which has partnered
with CTA for a number of Briefings.

“THE DEBATE AROUND THE SOUTH MIGHT STILL
CONTINUE, BUT IT WON’T HAVE THE FOCUS,
DEPTH AND THE SUSTAINING POWER THAT
THE BRIEFINGS HAVE BROUGHT TO IT.”
Ousmane Badiane, Director for Africa, IFPRI
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TRADING UP: MAKING THE
MOST OF MARKETS
Web portals and publications by CTA and partners have
provided detailed analyses and information regarding issues
affecting ACP agricultural trade. Access to this material
has informed and empowered ACP countries in their trade
negotiations and strengthened domestic and regional value
chains.
To support ACP efforts to develop their trade policies and
negotiate effectively in international fora, such as the World
Trade Organization (WTO), CTA launched the Agritrade
web portal in 2001 (http://bit.ly/2UsrRgc). Providing
up-to-date information and in-depth analyses of ACP
agricultural and fisheries trade issues, the portal provided
essential ‘go-to’ reading for ACP policymakers, trade
experts, farmers’ organisations and the private sector. For
example, in December 2005, Agritrade played a critical
role during preparation for and reporting on the Sixth WTO
Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong by providing analytical
documents on agricultural trade negotiation challenges for
the ACP Group of States. “The information provided kept us
constantly aware of developments as they were unfolding in
the WTO preparations and more importantly on key issues

of interest to Africa,” stated Dr Cornelius Mwalwanda,
from the Economic Commission for Africa.
Following the 2007-2008 global food crisis, and with
increasing demand from ACP countries for high-quality,
trusted trade policy information available in English and
French, the portal was supported with the development
of an annual Agritrade Compendium – in print
(http://bit.ly/2HAOoQ6) and on CD-ROM – and regular
e-newsletters. The ACP Secretariat and ACP embassies
in Brussels and Geneva were among the regular
Agritrade website visitors, who used the policy briefs for
the preparation of technical meetings. For example, the
Namibian Trade Forum reported using Agritrade materials
to train new staff on key agricultural trade issues.

New opportunities for
improving trade
To emphasise the importance of domestic and regional trade
within ACP regions, CTA was a driving force behind
a major international conference on transforming value
chains for smallholder agriculture held in Ethiopia in 2012.
The event also raised awareness of the importance of ICTs
in developing more effective value chains. With support from
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CTA, the Eastern African Grain Council (EAGC) developed a
reference manual, Structured Grain Trading Systems in Africa
(http://bit.ly/2taKpX7), to improve the grain trade in Eastern
Africa. “This has been a valued piece of work,” stated
Gerald Masila, EAGC Director. “It gives a full picture of
how to structure grain trade in Africa with a clear description
of market tools and institutions.” Used by the EAGC to train
farmers, traders, millers and bankers, the manual was also
used by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations and World Food Programme to train
operational staff.
In recent years, IFPRI has partnered with CTA on a number
of critical food and trade issues, including in the production
of the Africa Agriculture Trade Monitor published in 2018
and 2019 (http://bit.ly/2uNYdaA). This flagship publication
assesses the emerging and long-term trends and drivers
behind Africa’s regional and global trade in agricultural
products. “CTA has been a very valuable partner to us,
helping build a bridge not just to Europe, but also globally,
particularly in Africa. The joint publication of this report
is the culmination of our relationship with CTA over the last
5-7 years,” emphasises Ousmane Badiane, Director for
Africa at IFPRI.

“ONCE CTA PICKS UP ON A CRITICAL TOPIC,
IT REALLY PUTS ITS WEIGHT BEHIND IT.”
Agnes Kalibata, President, AGRA
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UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF PEOPLE
AND PARTNERSHIPS
As a small institution with an extensive mandate, building
smart partnerships has been critical to CTA’s success
in bringing about sustainable transformation in the
agricultural sector.
Renowned for its rich portfolio of partners, CTA has
collaborated with a wide range of ACP institutions and
international organisations, including regional farmers’
organisations, government agencies, youth and women’s
groups, civil society organisations, academic institutions
and – in the last decade – also with the private sector.
“We achieve nothing without our partnerships, which
have helped us realise the results and impact we desire,”
emphasises CTA’s Director, Michael Hailu.

Building bridges – nurturing
networks
As a trusted ‘honest broker’, CTA has been respected in
bringing people together at community, national, regional
and international levels. The nurturing of successful South-
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South partnerships and networks has resulted from CTA’s
focus on promoting experience exchange across ACP
regions. For example, CTA used lessons from the Caribbean
to champion the founding of the Pacific Week of Agriculture
(PWA) to provide a regional platform for agricultural policy
dialogue (see p40). “It was indeed a privilege for me
to be part of the PWA and all the constructive dialogue
that took place, which is a testament that the only way
we can progress with our development efforts is through
partnerships,” stated Hon Lopaoó Natanielu Muá, Samoa’s
Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries and Chairman of the
PWA Organising Committee.
CTA has had a unique ability to build bridges between
governments and local communities by being rooted at
ground level as well as being an active player at the policy
level. The Centre has also played a vital role in helping to
raise the voices of marginalised groups to achieve change.
“Partnering with CTA in Participatory 3D Modelling (P3DM)
has transformed the work, practice and knowledge of IPACC
– the Indigenous Peoples of Africa Coordinating Committee,”
stressed IPACC Director, Nigel Crawhall (see p38). “Our
work together touched the lives of people in more than a
dozen countries and created advocacy opportunities for
indigenous leaders to contribute their knowledge to national
climate change debates.”
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“CTA IS LIKE THAT GOOD FARMER, WHO KNOWS THEY
CANNOT CULTIVATE A YIELD FROM A BIG FIELD ALONE�”
Wellington Ekaya, Head of Capacity Development, International
Livestock Research Institute
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Promoting trust and
transformation
“CTA believes in consultation, not dictation, and it’s just
one of the things that sets CTA apart,” states Jethro Green
who worked with CTA during his time as Chief Coordinator
for the Caribbean Farmers Network. He, like others,
acknowledged CTA’s critical role in ‘shaping’ activities
in a dynamic, co-operative process with partners. In its
complex, multi-stakeholder projects, CTA worked with
national and regional organisations in order to capitalise
on its comparative advantages and ensure sustainability of
initiatives, as successfully demonstrated in the ‘Scaling-up
Climate-smart Agricultural Solutions for Cereals and Livestock
Farmers in Southern Africa’ and ‘Market-led User-owned
ICT4Ag-enabled Information Service’ projects (see p14).

“I DON’T KNOW OF ANY OTHER ORGANISATION
THAT HAS REACHED THE LEVEL OF MOBILISATION

Sustained support by CTA to ACP partner organisations
enabled them to better interact with actors at national
and international levels. “CTA empowered us, and put
us in a different league,” reflected Theo de Jager when
he was President of the Southern African Confederation
of Agricultural Unions (SACAU). He added that SACAU’s
collaboration with CTA created a more effective platform
for dialogue.

OF PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKING AS CTA.”
Ousmane Badiane, Director for Africa, International Food
Policy Research Institute
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Empowering women
The catalytic role of CTA in connecting people has
led to the cross-fertilisation of ideas, new partnerships
and policy action. The organisation’s efforts in building
capacities has been vital in ensuring that all value chain
players worked together more effectively to develop and
implement innovative approaches for sustainable agricultural
transformation. “Today, the way we build capacity comes
from how CTA trained and mentored us,” explains Dorothy
Okello, Coordinator of the Women of Uganda Network,
which works to develop the use of ICTs among women
farmers as tools to share information and address issues
collectively. “CTA helped us to develop a strong network
of women’s organisations who still work with us today,”
she adds.
CTA’s VALUE4HER partnership project also brings women
traders together by building their technical capacities
(www.cta.int/value4her). The initiative, which is implemented
by the African Women Agribusiness Network (AWAN)
and the Africa Women Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Forum, trains women on how to scale-up their businesses
in order to access high-value markets in Eastern, Southern
and Western Africa and the Caribbean. The project aims
to benefit 10,000 medium-scale women agribusinesses and

50,000 beneficiaries. “VALUE4HER is an excellent initiative
by CTA. We have been working together since the very
beginning and I am very proud of what we have started.
We really like CTA’s approach, which is different to that
of many other organisations,” states Beatrice Gakuba,
CEO of AWAN.

“I AM A GREAT FAN OF CTA. FOR OVER 30
YEARS, CTA HAS BROUGHT TOGETHER SENIOR
POLICYMAKERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD,
FOCUSING THEM ON MAJOR DEVELOPMENT
ISSUES, EMERGING PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS.
IN AFRICA, CTA HAS BEEN A VERY TRUSTED AND
SUPPORTIVE PARTNER; ITS WORK HAS BEEN
FANTASTIC AND WE HOLD CTA IN A VERY HIGH
REGARD.”
Akin Adesina, former Minister of Agriculture, Nigeria
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MAPPING FOR
CHANGE: THE POWER
OF PARTICIPATION
Working with local partners, CTA promoted a powerful,
pioneering practice known as P3DM to ACP regions,
which has led to better natural resource management,
helped local communities become more resilient to
climate change and brought about significant changes
in the relationship between governments and local
communities.
P3DM empowers communities to produce a 3D map
of areas where they live as means of recording spatial
knowledge. This innovative approach enables language,
education and cultural barriers to be bridged in order to
influence and control decisions on resource-use (http://bit.
ly/2RvNFVh). Through CTA-supported capacity building
within national and regional organisations, P3DM-supported
exercises spread across ACP regions during 2005 to 2016.
In Africa, for example, a P3DM exercise in Kenya in 2006
involving 120 men and women from 21 Ogiek clans resulted
in a 3D map of the Eastern Mau Forest Complex, which was
persuasive enough to convince the Kenyan Government of
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the Ogiek’s right to the land, and the need to protect the
area from land grabbing and resource exploitation.

Replicating Fiji’s success
In Fiji, the first CTA-supported P3DM, held in Ovalau Island
in 2005, proved to be a powerful catalyst in developing
more sustainable fisheries practices due to increased
awareness of the island’s natural resources, their spatial
distribution and rights of access. The 3D representation of
the island and surrounding waters facilitated collaborative
planning, collegial decision-making and more effective
resource management. In 2007, the work in Fiji was
recognised through the prestigious World Summit Information
Society (WSIS) Award in the e-culture category. Replicated
in several small island developing states in the Pacific, a
centre of excellence in P3DM practice emerged in Papua
New Guinea. In the Caribbean, P3DM spread throughout
the region after it was first introduced in 2015 to map the
island of Tobago for guiding community-driven disaster
risk reduction strategies. In Africa, P3DM initiatives were
supported by CTA in Chad, Ethiopia, Gabon, Kenya,
Madagascar, the Seychelles and Uganda.
A rich P3DM portfolio of outputs, including reports,
papers and maps, have been used at international forums

to document the value of local/indigenous knowledge
in sustainable natural resource management, conflict
management and climate change adaptation, and in
bridging the gap between scientific and traditional
knowledge systems. Supported by a handbook published
in English, French, Spanish, Portuguese and Amharic
(http://bit.ly/2tTh1VN), and a collection of case studies
published in 12 languages – translated by a vibrant online
community – modelling exercises have since been taken
up by a range of other organisations such as the GEF
Small Grants Programme (SGP) and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP). With support from GEFSGP, a P3DM training kit was also distributed to UNDP
offices worldwide (http://bit.ly/2RC3vyC). The dynamic
global distribution of P3DM can be viewed on the P3DM
Where? website (http://bit.ly/2RC3vyC).

“OUR WORK TOGETHER WITH CTA TOUCHED
THE LIVES OF PEOPLE IN MORE THAN A DOZEN
COUNTRIES AND CREATED ADVOCACY
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIGENOUS LEADERS TO
CONTRIBUTE THEIR KNOWLEDGE TO NATIONAL
CLIMATE CHANGE DEBATES.”
Nigel Crawhall, Director, IPACC
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AGRITOURISM:
A TRAILBLAZING AGENDA
Thanks to the ground-breaking efforts of CTA and
regional partners, agritourism is now firmly on the
policymaking agenda in the Caribbean and Pacific,
and is taking off in Africa. Exciting initiatives include
the promotion of traditional cuisine by local chefs, which
boosts demand for local products and reduces the need
for expensive imports.
In previous decades, agritourism – rural tourism and linking
food production with the tourist industry – was not a priority
on the ACP policy agenda. However, by putting local
food and gastronomy at the centre of island tourism, a CTA
programme supporting ACP small island developing states
has helped governments realise the valuable employment
opportunities for local industries, as well as the potential
for new markets to be established for traditional fresh and
processed local produce.

15
40

Agritourism Policy Setting Workshops
– requested by ACP governments and organised
with CTA support – have supported South-South
exchange
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Stimulating South-South
exchange
Through CTA and regional partner support, development
of the agritourism sector has capitalised on South-South
exchange, with the sharing of Caribbean successes resulting
in the adaption and uptake of the same in the Pacific.
A shining example of such regional collaboration is through
the work of Women in Business Development (WIBDI),
an organisation in Samoa, which supports family farms to
supply organic produce to local hotels and restaurants,
as well as major retailers with a global reach, such as the
Body Shop and All Good Organics. WIBDI’s ‘farm-to-table’
programme – developed with leading chef and author
Robert Oliver from his work with hotels in the Caribbean –
has also embraced digitalisation with the development of a
suite of mobile apps to provide targeted services to farmers,
and also to consumers and restauranteurs. On arrival in
Samoa, tourists are introduced to the farm-to-table app,
through which they can choose where to dine or where to
purchase organic products supplied by 1,300 local farmers.
South-South exchange has also been supported through 15
Agritourism Policy Setting Workshops requested by ACP
governments and organised with CTA support.

These have led to concrete policy measures for key
ministries to work closely with the private sector to promote
agritourism, including in Fiji, Samoa and Vanuatu in the
Pacific, in Grenada and Jamaica in the Caribbean, and in
the Seychelles in Africa. In Vanuatu, for example, annual
national agritourism fairs are now organised in
collaboration with the private sector during the peak
tourist season and farm-to-table workshops have been
co-funded by the Australian Government. These initiatives
are directly in line with the Vanuatu National Agritourism
Plan of Action, launched in 2016. In Madagascar,
agritourism policy development has taken off with great
enthusiasm. “Madagascar has the ambition to increase the
number of tourists visiting the island and to promote the
use of our local products sourced from our farmers and
processors. CTA’s collaboration has been key,” emphasises
Fanomezantsoa Lucien Ranarivelo, the Minister of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries.

“COLLABORATION WITH CTA HAS BEEN KEY TO
MOVING THE AGRITOURISM AGENDA FORWARD.”
Fanomezantsoa Lucien Ranarivelo, Minister of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries, Madagascar
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DIGITAL SOLUTIONS:
CATALYSING CHANGE

Stimulating a Web 2.0
revolution

Support for web applications that allow people to create
and share information online (Web 2.0) transformed the
way agricultural development stakeholders networked
and communicated online. This revolution enabled the
spread of information and ideas – as well as shifting
the balance of power for enhanced policy dialogue and
advocacy.

As a result of the conference, and in response to a clear
demand to increase awareness and build capacities in the
use of emerging Web 2.0 applications, CTA and partner
organisations provided a variety of Web 2.0 learning
opportunities from 2008 to 2014. The cascading of skills
was a key element of the impact of Web 2.0 training.
In Kenya, for example, CTA capacity building with Ministry
of Agriculture staff led to the development of an e-extension
curriculum and manual incorporating Web 2.0 concepts
to enable the Ministry to communicate better with a larger
number of farmers through ICTs. In recognition of the
achievements in the area of Web2forDev, CTA won the
‘ICT Applications: e-Agriculture’ category of the WSIS
2013 awards.

CTA’s long-running capacity building initiative on Web 2.0
and social media supported the uptake of digital solutions
and provided people with the ability to collaborate and
share information online via social media, blogging and
web-based communities (http://bit.ly/31d4s3F). The 2007
Web2forDev conference, co-organised by CTA and partners,
was the first international event focusing specifically on using
Web 2.0 for improved communication for development.
The event introduced 350 participants, from over 40
countries worldwide, to low-cost, adaptable and interactive
ICT tools and applications including wikis, blogging and
social bookmarking.

In Madagascar, an e-discussion platform was established
in 2012 as a result of the Web 2.0 training, and proved to
be a powerful tool in influencing policy. “More and more
topics are debated as it is becoming the main discussion
platform for rural development in Madagascar. A forum like
this can really help to shape agricultural policy,” stressed
Andrianjafy Rasoanindrainy, a lead trainer for CTA-supported
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Web 2.0 courses and an advisor to the Madagascan
Ministry of Agriculture. For the first time, issues such as rural
development policy reform could be debated by researchers,
extension agents, farmers’ organisations and government
officials.
Over the years, uptake and scaling of Web 2.0 and
social media applications was supported by a growing
Web2forDev community of practice (COP), which became
a dynamic platform for members to discuss and exchange
Web2forDev-related information. “I have benefited
immensely from the Web2forDev COP, and gained
immeasurable experience and interaction with practitioners,”
declares member Winnie Lai-Solarin, a Nigerian
communication specialist. By the end of 2019,
the Web2forDev COP consisted of over 5,400 members
from 121 countries with over 2,600 discussions held over
the previous 12 years.

tube

More than 4,000 people (40% women;
70% youth) have attended 176 face-to-face
Web 2.0 and social media training sessions
in 44 ACP countries

“A KEY SELLING POINT OF WEB 2.0 IS THAT IT’S
A TECHNIQUE ANYONE CAN EMBRACE.”
Steve Rono, Ministry of Agriculture
Information Resource Centre, Kenya
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STRENGTHENING
DATA CAPACITIES
FOR AGRICULTURAL
TRANSFORMATION
Data-driven agriculture is bringing about the more
economic and efficient use of natural resources, and
enabling small-scale farmers to access credit, targeted
inputs and advice, logistics and markets. CTA has been
leading the way in supporting farmers’ organisations
to gather and interpret digital farmer information to
facilitate enhanced farm data management and improved
market access.
Exponential growth is being witnessed in the collection
of farm information as data-driven agronomy expands
worldwide. Across Africa, farmer organisations have been
supported by CTA in partnership with the Pan African
Farmers Organisation (PAFO) to take up digitalisation
practices. These include farmer profiling (the digital recording
of smallholder data, such as their farm area, location and
crop type), data management, analysis and visualisation.
For the Confederation of Associations of Agricultural

Producers for Development (CAPAD) in Burundi, the main
objective for joining the PAFO-CTA programme was to
improve the effectiveness of its farmer services, states
Annick Sezibera, CAPAD Executive Secretary. Since 2018,
CAPAD has supported 39 smallholder cooperatives to
digitally record and store the farm information of over
14,000 smallholders (55% women) in online databases. The
accumulation of farmer information, for instance on farm size
and crop type, has enabled the cooperatives to coordinate
bulk ordering of inputs and better plan for upcoming
seasons.

“THIS INITIATIVE HAS BEEN AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR PAFO’S FARMER ORGANISATION
MEMBERS TO BUILD DIGITAL CAPACITY. WE
ALSO BENEFITED FROM GREATER EXPOSURE
TO POLICYMAKERS ON THE ISSUE OF DATA
MANAGEMENT.”
Elizabeth Nsimadala, President, PAFO
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Open data dialogue
Global discourse around open data in agriculture – and
its application – has been promoted by CTA in its support
of the Global Open Data for Agriculture and Nutrition
(GODAN) initiative (www.cta.int/godan). Established in
2014, GODAN currently has around 1,000 members,
a third of which are based in ACP countries, particularly
Africa. In 2017, the initiative received a boost at the
GODAN Ministerial Conference supported by CTA,
which culminated in the Nairobi Declaration. This historic
agreement committed 15 African countries to make data
on agriculture and nutrition freely available, accessible and
usable. Ghana, one of the signatories, led work under its
e-Agriculture Unit of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture
(MoFA) in conjunction with Wageningen University &
Research (WUR) and CTA in 2019 to develop a range
of policies, strategic planning and investment activities by
MoFA and other stakeholders who influence open data
policy and practice in Ghana.

policymakers, extension officers and researchers from 148
countries have also completed a free 4-week e-learning
GODAN course on making data open and usable. Working
with WUR, lessons from the workshops have been fed into
policy advice on data sharing, and in relation to open
data more generally across the continent. “CTA has been
particularly influential in terms of capacity building and
training, and it has helped to influence policymakers and
others, especially in Africa,” emphasises André Laperrière,
GODAN Executive Director.

To maximise the potential of open data, GODAN Action,
the CTA-managed capacity development arm of GODAN,
has supported capacity building through a series of
face-to-face workshops across Africa (www.cta.int/godanaction). Over 4,400 data users, including ICT workers,
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A FINAL WORD
CTA has provided invaluable services to the agricultural
and rural development community in ACP countries for over
35 years. Established in 1983, the Centre has worked to
shape the future of farming and contribute to agricultural
transformation by providing access to information, fostering
innovation, sharing actionable knowledge and building
capacity in ACP countries. At national, regional and global
levels, CTA has brought people together and mobilised
unique partnerships to share experience on critical issues
and to boost investment in agriculture.
In the last decade, after the fall-out from the global food
price crisis, there has been a renewed focus on the
importance of agriculture as an engine for economic
growth, food security and nutrition across ACP countries.
In 2015, with the introduction of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) and with SDG2 focusing on
Zero Hunger, the increased role of agriculture and food
security on the international agenda became more evident.
CTA has been supporting the transformation of agriculture
by capacitating ACP farmers to acquire skills, technologies
and resources that engender innovation and success. Since
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2016, CTA’s focus on promoting youth entrepreneurship,
advancing digitalisation in agriculture and encouraging
adoption of new technologies and practices in climate-smart
agriculture in ACP countries has had a positive impact on
the lives of millions of smallholder farmers. And, over 35
years, CTA has effectively demonstrated how agricultural
knowledge and innovation can be shared and scaled up
to achieve significant improvements in incomes, productivity
and food security.

A lasting legacy
CTA has played a critical role in drawing attention to
significant issues, related to agriculture in ACP countries.
In print and online, CTA has been a beacon of knowledge
for millions of agricultural students, researchers, extension
agents and farmers not only in the ACP but globally. And, in
a number of areas, including most recently with the focus on
digitalisation for agriculture, CTA has been at the forefront
of driving these critical topics up the policy agenda. CTA is
a recognised leader in the promotion of ICTs for agriculture
and has been at the vanguard of the move towards
precision farming, especially targeting smallholder producers.
For a relatively small organisation, CTA has reached far
and wide in promoting agricultural transformation through

knowledge and innovation. But the far-reaching impact of
CTA’s interventions would not have been achieved without its
strong partnership with a diverse range of actors, which has
also facilitated South-South and triangular co-operation.
The European Union’s generous funding over the years has
been instrumental in supporting this vital work.
As Director, it has been a real honour and privilege for me
to meet and work with so many outstanding and committed
individuals, and for CTA to be part of so many critical
partnerships. It has been immensely satisfying for me to see
the real difference that CTA’s work is making in the lives of
farmers, entrepreneurs and agricultural professionals, and,
particularly youth and women. In years to come, CTA will
not exist as an institution but the momentum of our work will
continue and we are proud of the legacy we leave behind.
Michael Hailu
Director, CTA (2010-2020)

“I THINK IN 50 YEARS FROM NOW WE WILL LOOK
BACK AND SAY ‘WOW – WERE IT NOT FOR THE
WAY CTA LINKED UP THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY,
THE CUTTING EDGE OF NEW DEVELOPMENTS TO
SMALLHOLDER FARMERS IN THE POOREST COUNTRIES
IN THE WORLD, WE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
WIPE OUT POVERTY AND HUNGER IN OUR LIFETIMES’.”
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Theo de Jager, President, World Farmers’ Organisation

The Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation
(CTA) is a joint international institution of the African,
Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) Group of States and the
European Union (EU). Its mission is to advance food security,
resilience and inclusive economic growth in Africa,
the Caribbean and the Pacific through innovations in
sustainable agriculture. CTA operates under the framework
of the Cotonou Agreement and is funded by the EU.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CTA, VISIT WWW.CTA.INT
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Tel: +31 317 467100
Fax: +31 317 460067
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Twitter:
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LinkedIn: CTA (ACP-EU)
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